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Apartheid speaker asks students to question government 
by Patrick ]. Hogan 
staff reporter 
A former member of the African Na-
tional Congress said students can help 
blacks in South Africa by pressuring the 
government to take action that would 
isolate the South African government. 
In a lecture sponsored by the Black 
Student Association (BSA) on Nov. 3, 
Maxwell Nemadzivhanani described the 
situation in South Africa by eXplainirig 
how a small minority has systematically 
suppressed a large native majority · 
through political and economic measures 
for hundreds of years. 
Nemadzivhanani said black South Af-
ricans have been exploited and treated· 
in a subhuman fashion by a "racist re-
gime:' Apartheid, an official policy of 
the South African government, was es-
tablished in order to protect the special 
position which the white minority holds 
in the •country by consciously segregat-
ing and subjugating the black commu-
nity, he stated; 
According to Nemadzivhanani, if stu-
dents do not speak out on this issue, he 
thinks they [students] too will be guilty 
for crimes 'being co~itted in South 
Africa. 
Blacks are not ·allowed to own Jarid 
in South Africa nor do they have an 
effective political voice in the country, 
according to Nemadzivhanani. The main 
issue is the question of land ownership. 
Nemadzivhanani said he thinks the situ-
ation in South Africa must change and 
there must be a redistribution of power 
and ownership. Unfortunately, he thinks 
that change can only occur through 
violence. 
"The struggle has-moved from 
sticks to guns." 
-Maxwell Nemadzivhanani 
on apt:1rtheid in South Africa 
Nemadzivhanani said the only way 
that change will occur is through force 
because it was through force that their 
land was taken from them. An e\rolu-
tion of violent escalation is otcuring in 
his nation. ''The struggle," he said, "has 
moved from sticks to guns:' 
Maxwell Nen;ri:idzivhanani 
According to Nemadzivhanani, the 
white South Africans are not willing to 
give up their ~ial position in their 
country. He added that they have si-
lenced 'the political voice of the black 
South Africans by jailing their. leaders 
and outlawing their organizations. They 
have physically supressed the people 
and forced their will upon them through 
the use. of police· actions. 
He went on to discuss the U.S. 
administration's role in South Africa and 
the notion of political-economic sanc-
tions. The U.S. has been wary of im-
posing full sanctions against South Af-
rica because it might harm, rather than 
help, the blacks. This may be· the case, 
but such "hardships . through sanctions 
would be welcomed;' according to Ne-
madzivhanani. Sanctions would help to 
:isolate and weaken the political .and 
•economic base of the "racist regime" of 
south Africa. 
Joseph Bowman, chairman of the P~ 
litical Education Committee of BSA, 
commented on student attendance· for 
· the event. '1t was a good turnout for 
white students but poor for black stu-
dents;' said Bowman. He also men-
tioned he would like to see a Xavier-
sponsored movement in Cincinnati to 
pressure our government into imposing 
full sanctions against South Africa. 
Worldwide hunger awareness· . . 
. HP~it,~llllee.k~C,4~@WS se~"tQ;:fQod· and fartni11g· . 
.. ~~., ·'' ... ·· ' .. ··t-'·· ·· .. ~···· .,,··, ··:- ' .. .. . . •'. ~- . . .· ' . . . . . . . .- . . . ~- .. ' 
by John KOize · · 
staff reporter 
. As most people prepare for Thanks- . 
giving, Xavier's Harvest Week will begin 
next Sunday and ·continue until Nov. 
20. Sponsored by Programs in Peace 
and Justice, Harvest Week is an attempt 
to promote awareness of worldwide 
hunger and to educate participants in 
farming and food production methods. 
Among the planned activities are lec-
tures by author and Food First represen-
tative Dr. Joseph Collins, a day of. fast 
for Oxfam America, a food and hunger 
issues educational group discussion, and 
a Hilnger Banquet on Monday in the 
cafeteria. 
"We're tempted to attack food 
. . as a necessary thing that we 
· ·. do. [We] eat it, gobble it up as 
fast as we can and rush out.'' 
-Rev. Benjamin Urmston,S.]. 
"[The Hunger Banquet] is an attempt 
to experience . the way in which various 
parts of the world eat;' Urmston said. · 
According to Urmston, last year's Htin-
ger Banquet volunteers said the banquet 
was a very moving experience. 
Harvest Week activities attempt to 
foster respect for family farming in this 
country, according to Karen Stinson, 
Earthbread coordinator. 
In addition to food problems, envi- . 
ronmental issues are also a major con-
cern of Harvest Week activities. "We've 
got an abundance of food at the mo- · 
ment, but if we abuse the .land and 
abuse the environment, how long will it ' 
last?" Urmston· questioned. · 
Stinson expressed similar concerns. · · 
"As the world becomes more technologi-
cal, we get. so far removed from the • 
Earth where we have our roots, where 
everything comes from;' she said. "Any-
. thing that has to do with preserving a 
reverent feeling . for the Earth and for 
our substance is really important:' 
·''We. want the Hunger Banquet and 
all [of] the activities to be more inspir-
Rev. Benjamin Urmston, S.J., director ing than guilt-provoking;' Stinson said. 
of Programs in Peace .. and Justice, said "Everybody would be so much happier 
HarVest. Week activities· are an attempt if. everybOdy would try in their own 
to ~e 'some' basic. attitudeS about way to look at things' very seriously 
eating habits. '.'We're tempted to attack and critically, and to. challenge 
foOcl .·as a necessary ,thing ·that ~ do. themselves:' · 
(We] eat it,: gobble it up as fast as we The following is a listing of•activities 
can and rush out:' he said. ''We need to' planned for Harvest Week: 
re.fleet on how important . it is that we • Nov; 11-13 - Sign up for Oxfam 
eat well and [tha~] we receive the food Fast and Hunger Banquet in the Univer-
that we eat with. reverence and• thanks- sity.· Center. lobby, lunch and dinner. 
giving:' . ·' ·... . . · .. · • • Sunday, Nov; 15 -:- Harvest Week 
Urmston called Monday's Hunger Liturgy, Bellarmine Chclpel. at 4:30 · p.m. 
Banquet a '1iving parable" in which vol- , • Monday,, Nov: 16 - Hunger Ban-
unteer students are placed in world rep- . quet iiuhe c;afeteria during dinner. 
resentative groups. kfew people will · . •.Tuesday, No~. 17' --"AgricultuJ'e· 
eat well at tables while others will eat after Marcos" with speaker Dr; Joseph 
acleqµately/ \\rithout ·amenities. The ma- · · ... 'Collins· fu the· Terrace Room ·at 7:30 · "·· 
jorif·' will~~it ' .. on the floor to eat rice.· · p.m> · · ·· ·· 
• .. • ~ 
·. '· 
. , .. • Wednesday, Nov. 18 • -- Dr. Joseph . 
Collins on "Food and Revolution in 
Cuba~'. at 11:30 a.m. and "Agriculture m 
the New Nicaragua" at 12:30 p.m. Both 
events will. be· held in Kelley 
Auditorium. 
• Thursday, Nov. 19 ..:.... Oxfam Fast . 
for a World Harvest wilt ·be sponsored 
by St. Vincent dePaul. 
Break the Fast: Simple meal and dis-
eussion of Harvest Week and working 
for Peaee and J~stice at orirothy Day 
House at 6 p.m. , . · 
• Friday, Nov. 20 - Surprise social 
event will be co-sponsored by Student 
Activities Council (SAC). 
• Mollday, ·Nov: 16 ·through Saturday, 
·Nov. 21 . ...;_ North Avondale Neighbor-
hood Association Recycling Week at 615 
Clinton Springs, Monday-Friday, 4-5:30 
p.m., Saturday and Sunday, 9 a.m.-
noon. 
Preregistration· 
For Spring Semester, 1988 · 
Monday, Nov. 30 - Friday, Dec. 4 
,• ' 
Schedule of Classes booklets will be available. in. the Registrar's Office, 
Alter 129, beginning ~esday, Nov. 18. During the week of Nov .. 16, dorm 
. students will be mailed a preregistration time card. 
Students living off campus must pick up their preregistration time cards in 
the Registrar's Office. You may not preregister before your scheduled time. 
However, you can preregister anytime after your scheduled time, but before 
the close of preregistration. 
Before preregistering; you must consult an academic advisor as follows: 
College of Business Administration 
New freshmen and new transfer students must attend a convocation in 
Kelley Auditorium on Thursday, Nov. 12, 2:15 to 4 p.m. CBA students have 
received a letter from. their Dean explaining where and when to sign up for 
an advising appointment. 
Colleges of Arts and Sciences and Professional Studies 
· Consult the bulletin board of your major or the bulletin board in ·the Alter 
· · Hall lobby. Undecided students and Bridge Program freshmen in the Arts and 
Sciences should consult Mrs. J. Hess, Alter 104-A; Sr. R. Fleming, Alter 104-
B; Dr. N. Bryant, Alter 104-C; Mrs. D. Jackson, Alter 104-D; Sr. L. Soucek, 
Alter 104-G; or Rev. T. Kennealy, Alter 124. 
Concerning payment 
.Billing statements for preregistered schedwes will be mailed Dec. 10-11. The 
required payment with the required form (even if no payment is due) must be 
received by the Bursar no later than Monday, Dec. 28. Preregistered classes 
will be cancelled if payment is not received by. the Bursar by Dec. 28. 
, •. , ... ,,,,<!< ' '' ' ' 
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Off-the-wall comec:IY •. ~ingbaus . recE!ives 
··Astrolabe AWard 
by Jackie Nash 
News editor 
Dr. Edward J. Arlinghaus is 
. this year's recipient of Roger 
Bacon High School's Astrolabe 
Award. 
Arlinghaus, who has been 
Xavier's director of the graduate 
program in hospital and health 
administration since 1966, was 
giVel\··. the award at a recogni-
tion dinner Nov 7. 
The Astrolabe Award is 
given to a RQger Bacon High 
School graduate "who has ex-
hibited the ideals of Roger Ba-
con (medieval philosopher, 
scholar and educational re-
former) and whose achievements 
have brought . credit and honor 
to the school, to the graduate 
and his or her profession:' 
AlthoUgh ·Arlinghaus has 
been nominated four times for 
the award, this. is the first year 
that he has won, and his visit 
to the high school to ·receive his 
award was the first time he has 
returned in 45 years. 
'1 had tears in my eyes, and 
I couldn't even read my 
speech," he said. 
Arlinghaus has numerous 
achievements to his credit, in-
cluding leading the graduate 
program to the hightest accredi-
tation ratings possible and serv-
ing on various hospital boards 
and local groups such as the 
Cincinnati Art Museum Men's 
Committee and the Ohio Public 
Health Association~ . 
Arlinghaus is also a retired 
U.S. Army Reserve colonel and 
has served more than 33 years 
in the military. He was given 
nine medals and ribbons during 
World War II, as well as other 
citations. 
He holds a bachelor's degree 
in marketing and statistics from 
the University of Cincinnati 
(UC) and three master's degrees 
from Xavier in business, educa-
tion and science. He also· holds 
a doctorate of philosophy de-
gree in interdisciplinary studies 
from UC. 
LA Beer tapped DownUnder 
by Cherie Hensel 
staff reporter 
PM Hapn photo 
Jtme Lawe, a member of the "Indy Women of Comedy," a 
troupe of female comedians, performed her stand-up act· Nav. 
Students looking for a low-al-
coholic drink can go Down-
Under. Xavier's DownUnder is 
the only establishment in the 
.Cincinnati area which has LA 
Beer on tap. LA Beer is a low 
alcohol: 3.2-proof beer product 
produced by. Anheuser-B~. 
Xavier Dining Services 
wanted to offer an alternative 
to. beer lovers at Xavier, accord-
ing to Paul I<ems, director of 
Xavier Dining Services. ''Xavier 
Dining SerVices feels that it is 
necessary to offer ·the LA· Beer 
as an alternative for those who 
like the ·taste of beer without 
the alcohol content;' said I<ems. 
Students have responded 
fairly well to the beer, accord-
ing to Deb Ross, manager of 
Xavier Dining Services. ''W? 
have gone through several kegs, 
but there is· not a significant 
difference in the sales between 
LA Beer and other brands;' 
said Ross. 
5 in the Grill. 
Send this 
Foun<m Club application to the . 
· Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum 
f09ay or aill 781-ROCK 
According to a randOm sam-
DownUnder ~ servhtg piing of are~ alcohol~ l 
.rl\ Beer last.:inonth. duririg:·j\J.;·"·~businesses, LA Seeds n~t· · 
cohoi Awareiless ~. LA served mainly beCatise j>eOple .· 
Beer will continue· to be served do not ask· for it. For example, 
as Xavier's Alcohol and· Drug Burgundy's carried the beer, but 
Education Committee continues dropped it because of poor 
to promote alcohol education sales. · 
throughout the year, according 
to Kelli Dillon, student member 
of the committee. 
O'Loughlin advances as a- scholar 
Xavier senior honored 
by Kimmie Sykes 
staff reporter 
Patrick O'LOughlin, a senior 
honors bachelor of arts-psychol- . 
ogy major, was awarded the 
undergraduate prize in early 
studies at the 18th Annual In-
terdisciplinary Case Conference. • 
This· conference, sponsored· by · 
the Committee for the Advance-
ment of Early Studies, was held 
at Ball State University in Mun-
cie, Ind. or stop bY any Ticketron loration. 
The ·two-day conference pre-•----------------------.-I .sented various papers and ab-1 -~~r1~:1: receive a numbered, limilah'llllion fr.1111able l"t!nifJC'dte and will be n.'l:ogni7J.'ll :IS a Founder at lhe Museum.. . I stracts in the areas of classical, 
I · I early,· medieval and Renaissance 
I NAMr. · · · . I studies~ Undergraduate students . 
I 
ADDRe.~1 I submitted a 10 to 15 page essay 
for the competition. 
I CITY mn: 111' l'ltllXF. I All suitable papers were Check box nexl 10 sciet1ed founder.; call'"UI>,'. . abO. Ut. the· ·st'miJes·· cn"tt"quino 
n awarded• a presentat1"on't1"me of • . I·. -'O I 0115 Sludent 0 125 lndividuiil 0 SSO Fwnily 0 SUKI G11ld 0 SJlll l'l:uinum 0 S>IKI Multiplalinum . D Addilimia1·· I ·· · ak · Dom111on s · · · AMOUNT F.NCJ.nsF.D s · 20 to 25 minutes; and an unde- · · their . statements; and _then m -
I Send check: money on!cr or credit pull infonnalion. lkl not send l1Llh. I . . termined :amount of :money will ing . his . own observations con• 
I Ma.11erCard o v1SA o Card Numbe I · be awarded to the presenters 9r . cerning the· similes. •. . .· · 
I 
r ·. the best research in each · · He would like to. attend 
stGNATllRE F.xr1MAr111x 11Arr. I category. Standford· Universtiy fur gradu-. · 
I I . ate school where he wants to Mail lo: · O'Loughl ' · . . · 
I : . in's-paper was a 12-i ·major iri the classics.. . . · ROCK AND ROLL X.U. I · · P• abstract entitled ".-\it· .·. ~1 really enjoyed attending .. , "· 
I.· .. . u-". ,., 11,.me· . antt uuseu· m, 1nc.·. .. llJ I• . . · Analysis otScholarship on :sim-:. . the conferenee1. and talking to 
I Ur.flf ":l rw irJI c ii.es. _in th_ e. 'Ilia. d: 
1•1 .. O'Lo··•-l.U_ ._, 's. . . . . . . .. . . ds . 
. DQ 0~-94· 777 • ,;.1~~•-ntJ. Obio 44101i 0777 .. · 1 · .· l.lfill&UI professOrs fro_ m various .. fi~l ;_: . 
. . . n '~ .·. l<"1WHf · 1 . I l" ... · : '. . .. ·. ·... thesis.inwlved.sighting similes arid" finding out that 1 could." ' 
I > caJI 781-ROCK or stop IJy any Ticllelrrin location. .. . . . . . . : . 'I . . . &.Om tl:ie "Iliad;': researching . . ·. Oive' a_· pa" per" ' am. ong' • . scholars 
L-.;;....._,__•_-..;.·.---------~;....;.·.;;.-_-_ ..;;.-..;.·-----· ·-----· ------------~--·-----------·-----·-·-· __ _.· . "what other SChOlm had &aid. .·_·.·:rid enjOy 'it:' O'Loughlin smd:· 
;~; 
Pat HoSan photo 
Senior 'Pat O'Loughlin .· 
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From far and wide 
lntematiorl81 students blend in 1 melting pot' 
by Charlie Sweeny 
'staff reporter 
Xavier University could be 
called a melting pot. Different 
people come from not only all 
over the United States, but also 
the whole world to study at 
Xavier. For those of us who left 
homes somewhere in the United 
States, home is just a car ride 
away. But, approximately four 
percent of Xavier students don't 
have that advantage. They are 
international students. 
There are 246 iriternational 
students from 59 countries 
around the world here at Xav-
ier, according to latest · univer-
sity statistics. When people 
think of international students, 
Puerto Rican students usually 
come to mind first. While 
Puerto Rico is represented by 
52 students, other countries like 
Bangladesh, Czechoslovakia, In-
dia, Iran, Malaysia, Vietnam 
and Zaire are also represented. 
Of the 246, the statistics. show 
149 are full-time undergradu-
ates, while 62 are graduate 
students. 
Dr. Paul L. Simon, director 
of the Romero .International 
Center, said he is proud of the 
number of Xavier international 
students but is _always will~, 
and take a test qualifying them 
to study in the United States. 
Some students are enrolled in 
the English Language and 
American Civilization Program 
(ELACP). According to the 
ELACP brochure, the program 
is· designed for students who de-
sire achieving a better under-
standing of the English lan-
guage and American culture. 
According to Dr. Leah Ab-
boushi, director of ELACP, 
there are three levels to ELACP: 
low intermediate, regular inter-
mediate and advanced level. 
Students are placed in the level 
best suiting their academic 
needs. Abboushi stresses that in 
addition to full-time Xavier stu-
dents enrolling in this program, 
many times foreign professionals 
wishing to improve their Eng-
lish speaking ability will enroll. 
There are 246 international students from 59 countries around the world at Xavier. Left to right: Seniors 
Martin Hernandez and Martha Barreneche are both from Colombia, and Roberto Besse .is a junior from 
The Romero Center has been 
in existence for seven years. Lo-
cated across from Brockman 
Hall on Ledgewood Avenue, the 
center functions as an advice 
and counseling center for inter-
national students. The center 
also houses the office for the 
International Student Society, of 
which Simon is moderator. The 
Romero Center also acts as a 
storage center for students' be-
longings over vacations and 
holidays. 
Bolivia. 
to take more. Xavier does ex-
tensive recruiting throughout 
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Is-
lands, as well as touring Asia 
about. every . t~ years, ac.cord-
ing to Simon. Like most Ameri-
can students, international stu-
dents usually board in one of 
Xavier's dormitories for the first 
year, and use on-campus hous-
ing or find their own housing 
for subsequent years. · 
Students must fill out a stan-
dard admissions application, 
take their college board tests, 
~-.......... - .......... --. -. -.;-.,-...... "'!' __ ,-_ ..... -."!'!' ......... , .. _ ..... '"'!"!"--.. ""'.;,-.. ---. ,·:: -;:" l .. . 
To some: she is troubled . 
. To others, she is trouble. 
One thing is certain: Claudia Faith Draper is in trouble, very 
serious trouble. · · · 
To. forever rid society of· the problematic Claudia Draper, the 
system prescribes· rorgotten exile in a cozy mental institution. 
"They" are about . to. certify Claudia· insan~nuts-and her loved 
ones are brought in to help. 
The rage of a lifetime erupts as Claudia refuses to be labelled 
·.nuts. Instead, she fOrces.the New York legal system, modern 
psychiatry, her family and even herself to ask: What is. "nor-
mal" and what is "insane"? What are the boundaries between 
the two? Who is "crazy" and who is not? Who decides? ... 
· And what are their motives? 
Warner Brothers ·Films Presents The 
Cincinnati ·Premiere of 
''NUTS'' 
Starring Barbra Streisand 
and. Richad Dreyfuss. . . I . 
Monday, November· 16 
.8PM 
at the Xavier Theatre 
in the University Center 
*Tickets· available at the University Center Information 
Desk. Please arrive early as seating may ~;limited. 
PERSPECTIVES 
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The BSA brings 
racist to Xavier 
by Stephen Carney 
and Kevin P. Murrin 
guest columnists 
Congress wages war on drugs Two weeks ago, we decided to attend a lecture by Steve 
Cokely entitled 'The Year 
2000;' sponsored by the Black 
Student Association. We went 
to this lecture expecting tO hear 
diversified and provocative 
viewpoints, and instead we Ii~ 
tened to a militant, extremist 
racist whose views were rather 
reminiscent of the Skinheads. It 
caused us to question what 
type of programming Xavier 
University was sponsoring. 
Cokely wants a race war. He 
said, "We gonna build a shot-
gun factory:' He plans to sell 
these guns to blacks for $49. He 
wants blacks to buy up the 
blocks that they are living on 
and "dig some tunnels ... and 
have some food down there:' 
And finally, he told his audi-
ence, ''We're settin' up a system 
to have 1,000 babies without 
ever having a social security 
number:' He also says the chil-
dren will never have jobs or go 
to school. These children are to 
be dispersed throughout the 
country in order to "rise up". 
for the revolution. He has no 
compunction about violating 
principles; he said, "We gonna 
break the law:' This-man seems 
to be closer to groups such as 
the Skinheads than any other 
group. Cokely praised Louis 
Farrakhan, who called Hitler a 
"great man:' 
In the fall of 1987, Congress 
passed the Anti-Drug Abuse 
Act (Public Law 99-5?0), which 
contained provisions to reduce 
both the demand and the sup-
ply of illicit drugs. In 1987, the 
cost of this program was nearly 
$1.7 billion. With the debate 
over the deficit, questions have 
arisen regarding the progress 
and effectiveness of this new 
law. 
On the demand side, the law 
has two strategies: education 
and prevention, and treatment 
and rehabilitation. For 1987, 
Congress appropriated $200 
million to increase public 
awareness of substance abuse. 
The U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services (HHS) has 
reported that states have used 
their grants to fund programs 
such as school drug information 
presentations and responsible 
decision-making classes. Some 
studies, however, indicate that 
factual information has little or 
no impact on the use of, drugs. 
For treatment and rehabilita-
tion programs, Congress appro-
priated $241 million and created 
the Office of Substance Abuse 
and Prevention within the De-
partment of HHS. In the past, 
these programs treated primar-
ily older heroin addicts. Now, 
these programs place emphasis 
on the younger drug abusers 
and on the treatment for drugs 
such as marijuana and cocaine. 
Evaluations of these treatment 
programs indicate that the vari-
ety of approaches has reduced 
drug use. 
In recent years, Americans. 
have become more health con-
scious and more aware of drug-
related crimes and deaths. Ac-
f'J r··l 
cording to psychologists and so-
cial scientists, this new attitude 
has made drugs less appealing. 
The Anti-Drug Abuse Act ap-
pears to be a reswt of this new 
attitude and only a contributor 
to decline in drug use. 
The University of Michigan 
Institute for Social Research sur-
vey of high school seniors 
shows a decline in the use of 
drugs, except for cocaine. In 
1979, 60.4 percent of the seniors 
had used marijuana/hashish, 
and 9.5 percent of the seniors 
reported having used LSD. In 
1985, 54.2 percent have used 
marijuana/hashish, and 7.5 per-
cent have used LSD. On the 
other hand, cocaine use in-
creased slightly from 15.4 per-
cent in 1979 to 17.3 percent in 
1985. 
On the supply side, the Anti-
Drug Abuse Act has two strate-
gies: domestic law-enforcement 
and international cooperation. 
In general, the law stiffens do~. , 
mestic faw-enforcement policy ' 
by requiring mandatory prisori 
sentences for offenses involving 
the more dangerous drugs and 
by increasing maximum fines 
for all offenses. 
In addition, Congress appro-
priated $955.5 million for drug 
law-enforcement programs for 
1987. This money would be 
used to purchase and design 
aircraft communications systems 
and to enhance the federal 
prison system. For example, $45 
million will be used to purchase 
radar systems for Coast Guard 
surveillance aircraft, $81 million . 
will be used for the salaries and· 
expenses of the Customs Serv-
ice, arid_ $95.5 million will be 
used for the construction of 
new prisons. 
To cut the supply of drugs 
from other countries, Congress 
appropriated $118.4 million for 
1987. Under the new law, if a 
country does not satisfy U.S. 
government requirements for 
curbing the drug supply, that 
country is subject to a manda-
tory 50 percent suspension of 
U.S. foreign aid. For example, 
the U.S. suspended the remain-
ing $8.7 million in foreign aid 
to Bolivia for its failure to sati~ 
factorily reduce coca plant 
acreage (the coca leaf is the 
base of cocaine). 
Despite this effort, the supply 
of drugs continues to grow. 
Some reports indicate that even 
with massive enforcement and 
interdiction, at most 15 percent 
of illegal drugs being imported 
are confiscated. In Bolivia, six 
months of raids and eradication 
of coc~ plants proved· fruitless 
because. the coca industry has · 
·almost'' fWly tecQvered. This 
quick recovery emphclsizes the 
difficUlties in crippling the inter.;. 
national illicit drug market. 
These successes and failures 
suggest that the drug war can-
not be won simply by the ap-
propriation of millions of 
dollars. 
We went to this lecture 
expecting to hear· 
diversified and 
provocative viewpoints, 
and instead we listened 
to a militant, extremist 
racist whose views were 
rather reminiscent of 
the Skinheads. 
This kind of lecture is not 
only ludicrous but racist. For 
example, Cokely had six body 
guards standing "post" for him. 
About five minutes into the 
talk, one of the men walked 
The absurd statements made down the aisle and stood right 
by Cokely are numerous, but next to the row where we were 
·some of the more appalling sitting. He remained in this po-
ones were those attacking the siti~n all night, never taking his 
Jewish community.; He. asserted eyes .off us. TJ:rls was ,nothing ,: , 
that they are leading a conspir- more than blatant racism; we· : 
acy to kill off the black race . saw no reason. why it was nee-
and take over the world. For essary for a guard to be sta-
example, he asserted that the tioned next to us just beCause 
AIDS epidemic is the result of of our race. Furthermore, when 
doctors, especially Jewish ones, handouts were distributed, they 
who inject the AIDS virus into mysteriously ran out when the 
blacks. In speaking about Jew- gentleman reached our row. We 
ish Hospital, he said, "You now know what it is like to be 
-Bill Gradison don't know what's in that racially discriminated against, 
Ohio House Representative needle. You go in healthy and and to think that this occurs on 
come out with AIDS:~ Further- our campus is quite appalling. 
Editor's note: The Xavier 
Newswire encourages students, 
faculty, Rdniinistration and staff 
to respond to any editorial, 
·more, the CIA and FBI have set We believe that racism is in-
up a network to intern and herently ·abhorrent in all its 
control the . black popwatiori forms. When the Skinheads 
and eventually "move a race preached their message of hate, 
such as Bill GrtMlison's. ·Let us 
knoui what- you think by send- . 
ing us a letter cl~: ~~rspectives. 
out (the black)" and replace Cincinnati was justifiably out-
them with hispanics and orien- raged. A society base<! on . 
tals. He also stated that blacks equality _has no room fur big-
test positive for marijuana be- otr;y. Likewise, Xavier Univer- . 
cause of high levels of melanm sity; founded by the Jesuits. and 
and that social security num-, firmly rooted ·in ~he Christian ; 
bers are the devil's way of: · tradition of justice .ai\d: love for . 
marking everyone. . .. ·. . one's neighbQr,. showd not:be 
We find 5ome of these state- . supporting Cokely or other5. of .. 
ments alarming.' Many pe()ple · his ilk.· His m~e ran «:Qunter 
ha'Ve. accused the CIA and FBI · · to everything Xavier standS 'for .. 
of hatcrung bizarre: conspifacies;. He characterized the Jeliuits as . 
but Cokely went further. He in- white. supremacists, called · · : . 
. . .formed us that there is a vast · Christianity a tool of opp~ 
'. . network of groups in_ America ·. sion, and said that he wowd 
.. which C01'\prise an "early warn- "sinash the white man's sym~ 
ing;;sysb!.m.':to monitor the ·rise bOls'~ such as the crucifix; He 
· , ·o£ the bl~ messiah:' This sY~ furthedllustrated this po!nt .. · .. · .. 
· tern inc_ hi~. : . organiza_.. tions such ... when .he picked. up a piece Of 
· .•.. ~ the American Jewish Com- his literatW-e and placed it on 
: mittee, .. ~ ACLU, the-Aineri~ 
: aang · .. · · te sunp y, ,, ,• , gr~, t · t 1s :presen · ; <, . , 
.. ' ': • . ·: ' '. . ' . ,· " : . • .. ,. ., ~. . ..... ··~-; ~. '"7' . ' . . 
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The dead ends of 
life as a coofperson 
by Mary T. Hel~s 
Diversions editor 
As a 17-year-old at my all-
girls, upper-middle-class, col-
lege-prep high school,. I'd had 
enough of trying to fit in. I 
was sick of the signs of cool-
ness that ran rampant at my 
school: oxford cloth shirts with 
one's uniform skirt, friends in 
the correct ta>l bracket, top-40 
music and first-run movies. 
By the time I was 19, I still 
"fit in;' I guess, as I had plenty 
of friends, but I didn't want to 
look like "everyone else;' or 
even anyone else. 
I began to yearn for that one 
crucial element missing from 
my coolness: like-minded cool 
friends. What I desired was to 
be friends with the skinny, 
black-wearing people who so 
effortlessly hung out at night-
clubs like The Metro or The 
Plaza, where I dragged my 
"normal" friends. I somehow 
felt that these people must have 
been bom at these clubs, and I 
never could quite shake the 
feeling that, having got such a 
late start on being cool, I was 
an imposter. So it was quite to 
my surprise when I actually got 
to know some of the COOL 
PEOPLE. 
It was one of those fluke in-
vitations to a party. One of my 
new college friends knew some-
one who knew someone and ... 
on a summer afternoon (these 
people came out during the 
day?) I found myself sitting on 
the floor of the living room in - -
John's apartment, watching his · 
friends gorge themselves on las-
agna, too nervous to do any-
thing but sit and stare. 
Over on the couch was 
"Blu;' a pissed-off artist who 
smoked cigarettes at an alarm-
ing rate. Very close to him was 
Bob - Blu's pale friend? Blu's 
pale lover? Next to Bob was 
Jerry, a very short and wiry 
guy who resembled an elf with 
a large black beret pulled down 
over his ears, a pierced nose, 
and a braid sticking out over 
his forehead. 
Next to Jerry was, get ready · 
- Chameleon! Pale does not 
even descn'be her; she was sim-
ply waitins for her heane. She 
was ~ completely in 
black: . vintage dress, viciOus 
spike heels, a pillbax hat; even 
black fingernails~ For two 
o'clock in the afternoon, I 
thought her outfit was a bit 
mw:h. 
But, wait! Conversation inter-
rupted this reverie. The group 
began to discuss ... Not Fitting 
In. 
"You know what I hate?". 
Chameleon was asking. "I hate 
when people on the street yell 
at me, 'Hey, punk rock!' I'm 
not punk rock:' Well, okay, 
Chameleon. 
I watched John walk over to 
his window and look down at 
the street. "Oh, God;' he said. 
"There goes those stupid Dead-
heads from next door. Hey, nice 
tie-dye;' he said sarcastically. 
That was the last I saw of 
them. For awhile. 
The following summer my 
friend Bill began hanging out 
with a woman. I can't remem-
ber her actual name, because 
some of my other friends and I 
took to calling her the Spider 
Woman. Spider Woman sported 
a very thin, pale body. Like all 
the other cool people, she wore 
lots and lots of black. 
One evening Bill sat with a 
· semi-cool group of us at my 
friend Diane's apartment, 
munching on a Big Mac. Spider 
Woman unexpectedly dropped 
by. 
Spidey spoke the first words 
any of the rest of us had heard 
from her. 'Wellll," she drew out 
in a husky voice, "I suppose 
some of us must succumb to 
the urge to eat:' Judging by her 
body, I took it she wasn't one 
of them. 
One evening I ran into Spi-
dey at The Metro, and who 
was she talking to but Jerry 
and John. Jerry and John were 
editing this groovy little New 
Wave magazine called DVB. 
Hearing that I was studying 
journalism, they asked me to 
help out. The cool people, to-
gether again. 
I wanted to help out with 
the magazine. I really did. But 
strange things begU,l 'to occur. 
One night a group of us de-
cided to get together at Diane's 
and play Ouija. Paul, a warm, 
friendly, big glly (yet somehow 
still a cool person), brought 
over his friend Gail, then he 
and Diane went to pick up 
someone else. Left alone with 
Gail, I did my best to make 
polite conversation. 
"So, ah, Gail;' I tried, ·"what 
brings you here this evening?" 
Gail fixed her dead-eyed gaze 
on me. "Oh, I'm very much at-
tuned to the supernatural," she 
said. '1 live in a haunted house. 
In fact ... " 
Diane called me the next day. 
"Boy, do I have something to 
tell YOU!" she said. Gail was a 
lesbian. That didn't bother me. 
The thing was, Gail was also a 
VAMPIRE. 
''You left me along in the 
apartment with her71" What if 
Gail had gotten hungry7 
"Oh, it's not like that;' Diane 
reassured me. "Paul says she 
just drinks goat's blood. some-
times with her meals. He's 
~ about getting a new 
roommate:' 
A week later. I was hanging 
out at The Plaza with em and 
Spidey, ever watchful for people 
with pointy white teeth. A 
song began to play that I par-
ticularly libd. I started to 
dance at the bar; From behind 
me I hard ari exaggerated, and 
decidedly authentic, southern 
twang. 
''HUHN-eee;' the twang said, 
"whuter you doin'7" 
I turned around. It was Spi-
deyl She and I stared at each 
other. My jaw dropped. She 
turned bright red, then slunk 
away across the floor. 
Later that night, I saw the 
Spider Woman for the last time. 
Her thin, pale arm reached to 
tap Bill on the shoulder. "Dar-
ling;' she husked. 
I spoke briefly with Jerry at 
The Metro the next night. I had 
heard he was reading a book 
called "Interview With A Vam-
pire" for the sixth time. 
"What's the deal with this 
vampire. stuff?" I asked him. 
"What's the attraction?" 
It's like this," he hissed at me. 
'We see blood as the essence of 
life:' He turned away. WE? 
The Xavier Newswire 
Graduation 
suggestion 
It. seems there is quite a 
bit of discontent concerning 
this year's commencement 
because the graduate and un-
dergraduate students will re-
ceive their diplomas at the 
same ceremony and because 
this event will be held at 
Riverfront Coliseum. 
I suppose it is too late 
now to change these plans, 
but perhaps next year the 
university administration 
would consider a more logi-
cal setting for two separate 
graduations, such as the Cin-
cinnati Gardens. After all, as 
was revealed in a recent 
Newswire article, funds pro-
vided by the Xavier athletic 
department were used to 
paint the Gardens in our 
School color so "it will be 
obvious whose facility it is:' 
Why should we graduate in 





In recent weeks there have 
been many complaints about 
Xavier's food service. Until 
last weekend I really didn't 
pay attention to the articles; 
however, I surely didn't think 
that the meals were of four-
star quality. What changed 
my mind about this was a 
weekend trip to the Univer-
sity of Dayton where I had 
a chance to dine in its 
cafeterias. 
The first thing that I 
found quite amazing was 
that there were three areas in 
which a student can go for a 
meal (not all in the same 
building, I might add). Two 
of the areas are brand new 
this year, complete withi car-
peting, more than adequate 
seating capacity, and an 
Page 5 
overall pleasant environment. 
Of cour5e, the main thing 
that impressed me was the 
wide variety and the overall 
quality of the food. In one 
of the cafeterias, there were 
five different entrees, a deli 
(which puts ours to shame), 
and a salad bar that is just 
beaming with freshness and 
variety. When I finally sat 
down to eat my meal I 
thought that I was at a res-
taurant instead of a college 
cafeteria. My other meals 
there were just as satisfying 
as my first, and I had no 
complaints. 
I thought to myself, 
'Wouldn't it be nice if the 
food at the XU cafeteria was 
as good as this?" Another 
amazing statistic is that while 
XU students spend more 
than $800 on a meal plan 
that's full of complaints, the 
UD students only spend 
about $700 for a better-than-
satisfactory food service. 
Something must be done 
about the food situation 
here, and I think that Xavier 
could really get some en-
lightening suggestions from 
UD. 
-Milce Fowler 
Do you have superficial relationships? 
Blame it on soap operas 
by Mary Hensel 
guest columnist 
Technology has allowed hu-
man beings to delve deeper and 
deeper into the. human bddy. It 
has made possible the search 
for a better understanding of 
the reasons different relation-
ships within and between organ 
systems succeed or fail. Yet 
when it comes to delving into a 
person's intrapersonal and inter-
personal relationships, a preoc-
cupation with the superficial su-
percedes any search for 
understanding or depth. 
Consider the emphasis both 
on external appearance and ma- . 
terial possessions. All too fre-
quently in our society relation-
ships are based upon criteria 
such as these. One's relation-
ships with self· and others are 
judged as worthwhile depending 
upon how well these criteria· are 
met. Developing the quality of 
relationship iS not a primary 
concern. Instead, quantity has · 
beco111e the objective for many 
people as they mow from one 
relationship to the next, never 
going beyond the superficial. 
How much money, social status 
and physical pleasure a person 
has to offer, ·unfortunately, are 
fast becoming the only reasons 
for being in a relationship. 
One pastime in particular 
characterizes this preoccupation 
of ours with the superficial. It 
is the soap opera. Beautifully 
made-up, confused persons 
search for the perfect relation-
ship by jumping from bed to 
bed and from one illegal 
scheme to the next. The charac-
ters never learn from mistakes 
or develop relationships that 
last for any significant length of 
"Judge of a man by his 
questions rather than 
h' II is answers. 
-Voltaire . . 
time. Failure of relationships is 
the means by which the soap 
opera continues from day to 
day and from season to season. 
For instance, Alan Spalding, a 
character in "The Guiding 
Light," furms relationships to 
satisfy his lust for power. After 
he gets what he wants from a 
Vanessa on the social ladder, he 
will move on to another charac-
Viewing superficiality 
in lifestyles so far 
removed from ones 
own allows for a certain 
degree of acceptance in 
regard to the superficial 
present in our own 
relationships. 
. ter and another ladder. After he 
exploits his victim, he either ne-
glects· the relationship until it . 
· dies, or he breaks it off Waft 
it has a chance to· go beyond 
the superftdal. 
n.o. who. faithfully loDow 
soap operas day after day may 
or may not directly imitate a 
certain character in their own 
relationships. .Howe\ler, viewing 
superficiality in lifestyles so far 
removed from one's own allows 
for a certain ·degree of accept-
ance in regard to the superficial 
present in our own relation-
ships. In other words, there is · 
no comparison between the 
everyday person basing a rela-
tionship upon the number of 
football tickets which can be 
obtained· from someone and the 
soap character basing a rela-
tionship upon the amount of 
Dynasty control which can be 
had. The superficiality in our 
own relationships appears triv-
ial, and we fail to recognize it 
as a serious problem to be 
dealt with. 
The whole person and the 
qualit}r of relationships m\lst be 
emphasized in building relation-
ships. People in deep, meaning-
ful relationships where the inner 
qualities of the individuals are 
of primary importance deserve 
mote air time. Thoee going be-
yond the supaflcial must ~ 
ence us as well. Soap operas 
med. mote of that characters. 
W!, the viewers, med to SU~ 
port this shift from the superfi-
cial by searching for depth and 
understanding in our own 
relationships. 
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1 Less Than Zero1 adds up to a whole lot more 
by Mary T. Helmes 
Diversions editor 
and Fred Middendorf 
editor in chief 
What: "Less Than Zero" -
rated "R;' starring Andrew 
McCarthy, Jami Gertz and ~ 
ert Downey, Jr. 
Where: Now playing at USA 
Cinemas. 
The Verdict: Two enthusiastic 
pinkies upl 
Moments before the film: 
Fred: Mary, on a scale of the film, I was surprised how desert. All of these visual asso-
one to 10, what do you expect much I cared about what hap- ciations are linked to the waste-
this film to be? pened to these spoiled brats fulness of snorting coke and 
Mary: A six. from Beverly Hills. They seem smoking crack. 
Fred: Maybe even a four. to have everything, and end up Mary: The meaninglessness 
Moments after the film with nothing. of the drug culture is also con-
begins: Mary: The main theme of veyed most effectively through 
Mary: Hey, I like this "Less Than Zero" seems to be the continual party scenes, 
already. that drug addiction, and the which become claustrophobic 
Fred: I know - I do too. whole party attitude surround- and grating. As I sat in the 
Moments after the film ends: ing drug use, are simply a theatre, I thought to myself, 
Fred: Mary, we can't be waste. The movie succeeds "How much more of these rich 
funny about this one. beautifully in getting these LA-ers in their fancy clothes 
Robert Downey, Jr., as Julian in "Less Than Zero" Mary: No, we can't. points across. If you have can I stand watching snorting 
Fred: You see, "Less Than known someone addicted to cocaine at their loud parties?" 
Zero;' based on the controver- drugs, done drugs yourself, or Yet this is just the point, and endless circle of party, get ill, Fred: I agree. With the ex-
sial best-selling novel by Bret have been to the kinds of just what the audience is sup- then party some more. ception of Downey, the acting 
Easton Ellis, is about three high flashy, thoughtless parties this posed to feel. The parties are Fred: Even Blair, after experi- in "Less Than Zero" is not the 
school friends who live in the movie depicts, you cannot help worth nothing. The lifestyle of encing the pain of Julian's ad- films strongest point. But, for 
fast lane of affluence, drugs but relate to this picture. the people who populate these diction, has difficulty overcom- me anyway, the film was ex-
and sex in Los Angeles. After Fred: And even if you're parties becomes worth nothing, ing her own dependence on tremely effective and moving 
returning from his first semester none of the above, you can re- too. cocaine. However, Jami Gertz because of its images of waste-
in college back East, Clay Eas- late to ''Less Than Zero:' It is Fred: Perhaps the most be- nowhere near matches· Downey's fulness and self-destruction. Ju-
ton (Andrew McCarthy) finds filled with images of nada - lievable character of all is the acting intensity as a sympa- Han is trapped, and although 
his girlfriend Blair Oami Gertz) the neon lights of the dubs in most desolate - Julian. He lies, thetic and believable drug we don't excuse his drug abuse, 
in mental anguish over their · downtown LA, the artificial sil- steals and even degrades himself addict. we come to understand· the 
friend Julian's (Robert Downey, ver and aqua Christmas trees sexually. in order fo ·get the·.. · · Mtiry: Another fault ·of the.:.: r pain and suffering it. causes for, 
Jr.) drug addiction. At first I inhabiting the Beverly Hills drugs he cra\res from Rip film lies in Andrew McCarthy everyone involved. 
was repulsed by the ugly drug mansions, and at the end of the Oames Spader), his vicious and being typecast as a complacent, Mary: The audience is trap-
culture in which the audience is film, a poignant aerial sweep of amoral dealer. But throughout somewhat confused nice guy ped, too, while watching the 
submerged, but by the end of the barrenness of the California the film we care for Julian who generally must be pro- movie. But we can escape. We 
, '•••••••••••••••••••••••••• along with his friends because voked into action. McCarthy is can distance ourselves from the 
. I Downey portrays him with great at widening his eyes and characters onscreen. We can 
I Expil88 April 15, 1988 I such real emotion and suffering. seeming very sad about what is · leave the theatre. The only 
I
I $ .1 O• 0 o FF II Mary: And the recurrent going on around him, yet his . · problem is, the events that take 
theme of being trapped is seen character never has the chance place onscreen take place with 
La Med. Reg through Julian. He is trapped to move very far beyond this the same intensity in real life, I rge or 1um ular or PanPizza I· inside his addiction, and again point. When he tries to help Ju- too. 0rug addiction is real. 
I Umlt 2 pizzas per coupon. One cou- ~ I by those who are manipulating Han, the audience is often left Friends willfully ruining their 
I pon per CU8IOmer per Villt. Not valid I him into buying more drugs he wondering, "Why did he give lives is real, too. There is no 
I with any other coupon or dlacount 1· can't afford. Blair and <;:lay are up so soon?" It seems Clay happy ending to "Less Than I ofler. Expires April 15, 1988. I trapped by loving Julian and doesn't really even feel like talk- Zero" - the beginning is the I CT~~~~'.-. J:>. I ~~~lfs=~u':fan :O:l~~~~~~stgoing =s~t~~t~~ks~a~C:·!it. 
•• .&JU.&~ •• PART TIME - HOME MAIL- TYPISTS APARTMENT 
I HYDE PARK I :!.'!"=~~=: Hu":~~ REFERRAL I 2684 Madison· Road . . I dressed, stamped enwlope. Write: P.O. Box 17 SERVICE 
I 321·2333 . .1 ~~~i.Box 5877. Hlslde, NJ C~ NJ <;:all~:~h~~~1804 ·--------------------------.. __________ __. "" 
~U Bl!J!JJ fR1~ 
Sandwiches & Salads 
OPEN TIL LA TE - EVERY NIGHT 
(euy =~&~:~!:~DrinJ 
I And Get Another 6" Sub Of Equal I 
I Value FREEi · I 
l flY,fl•=~~ j 
- a.... Good Only Al Ml. LOOkoul Sq. LOCllllon -----------.. . 
1018 DELTA AVE •. 
MT. LOOKOUT SQUARE.· 
321-0123 '. 
.......................................... ._ 
OPEN EVERY DAY 7 A.M. • 3 P.M. 
Daily Luncheon Specials 
Including Vegetables 
Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes, 
.fluffy three-egg omelettes, creative sandwiches, 
homemade cheesecake, 
and much, much morel 
A Cincinnati tradition since 1941 
4381 Reading Rd. (between Tennessee Ave. & Victory 'Parkway 
Across from. Natorp's 
Cincinnati M•gazine's 1984 Best Breakfast Award. 





Medical school costs 
are rising every day. 
They're climbing laster 
!hon many students can 
handle withaul the right 
kind of financial help. 
If you're a medi,cal 
student the Air Force 
may have the besl 
answer for you. We offer 
an excellent scholarship 
program that can ease 
the financial strain of 
medical ar osleopathy 
school and allow you ta 
.cancenlrate on your 
sludies. Parlicipalion Is 
based an campetifive 
selection, Lei the 
Air Force make an 
investmenl in your 
professional future. Far 
more informalion, call 
1-800-423·USAF 
TolFrn · 
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Joe Freshman by Mark Levine 
G~£Z ••• LOOI< AT 1\1\l'I 
M.L f~T1NC':r ••• Lll\E T"sy 
HAON'l P. CAU ... 
'ti• ftoMtNT IS \low/~ 
'flOALO IS '101llt!o! 60 ANP 
1Al(t l'f[ "-""'""' ~ 
Murder by Mousetrap? 
Xavier Players caught in the act 
by Pepper Sweeney 
staff reporter - · 
''The Mousetrap:• an ex-
tremely popular murder mys-
tery that has been performed 
since the 1950s, will be per- · 
formed this weekend as the first 
play of the year from the Xav-
ier Players. 
Written by Agatha Christie, 
the play has. many twists. It's a 
real 'WHODUNIT" resembling 
the game of Clue. You see, 
there has been a murder in 
London, and the murderer is 
snowbound along with all the 
other guests at· the Monkswell 
Manor Guest House. 
Xavier's "Mousetrap" cast has 
been rehearsing in a new space 
provided by the university at 
Cohen Center. It seems to be a 
bit of poetic justice that ·the 
theatre space is located right 
next to the mortuary science · 
department. But, contrary to 
popular belief, theatre is not 
dead at Xavier. 
Although the Xavier theatre 
department has been phased 
out, there is still a strong inter-
est in theatre. ·Members of the 
cast are hoping that ''The Mouse-
trap" can breathe new life into 
theatre here at Xavier. Junior 
Mike O'Donnell, or ''Paravicini" 
as he is called in the play, com-
mented,. "The destruction of Ed-
gecliff was really ·a ·shame, and 
while the theatre over there was 
a terrific place, it may be a 
good thing to be back at main 
campus. Students had a hard 
time getting to Edgecliff to see 
a show. Now we are ·back in 
the heart of things:' 
Watching a group ot people 
get together to create a play 
out of nothing but a script has 
been a real treat to me. 
Rehearsing for "The Mousetrap" are (standing, from left): Pepper 
Sweeney, Maria Lovell; (seated): Jennifer Stark, Mike O'Donnell. 
A lot of credit has to be 
given to the director, David A. 
White, III. White has been con-
tracted by Xavier from the En-
semble Theatre Company of 
Cincinnati where he is artistic 
director. White is not a stranger 
to Xavier theatre. 
He has directed plays and 
taught acting III at Edgecliff. 
The cast of "The Mousetrap" 
includes: Michael Blumenstein, 
Julie Driehaus, Eric Irwin, Chris 
Le Sar, Maria Lovell, Michael 
O'Donnell, Jennifer Stark and 
Pepper Sweeney. 
Performances of "The Mouse-
trap" are Nov. 12, 1J and 14, 
at 8 p.m., and Nov. 15, at 2 
p!m. All shows are in the Uni-
versity Center Theatre. Admis-
sion is free for students and $4 
for non-students. Call the box 
office at 745-3939. Come and 
see if you can solve the mys-
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Good Grades In Your Future! 
NEW: Computer Lab Open on 
Tuesday and Thursday! 
NEW: Spanish .Tutoring Available 
10PM-12AM Sunday and Tuesday 
NEW: Other Tutors Available 
by Appointment 
Sunday-Thursday, 10:00pm-1 :OOam 
Ground _Floor, CSA.Building 
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The bone zone: 
average comedy 
by Andrew Goetz 
staff reporter 
We walked into the dub. It 
was a rather small dub, much 
smaller than you would expect. 
The waitresses, sliding from ta-
ble to table, would bring you 
whatever overpriced beverage 
your little heart desired. The 
dub lights dimmed, and some-
body, thank God, turned off 
Steve Winwood's album, "Back 
In The Highlife:' An average 
guy, who almost looked like 
Billy Crystal, stepped to the 
microphone, and we had en-
tered the Bone Zone. Yes, it 
was Wednesday, Nov. 4, 1987, 
the second anniversary of the 
original Funny Bone Comedy 
Club in Montgomery. 
The average guy was David 
Price, a comedian from St. 
Louis. The headliner was a guy 
named T.P. Mulrooney, the very 
same T.P. Mulrooney who 
opened the dub two years ago 
and who wouldn't reveal what 
the initials "T.P.'' stood for. 
David Price wasn't very 
funny. T.P., who looks conspic-
uously like our very own Dr. 
Colella, was funny every now 
and then. One of the funniest 
things he talked about was his 
brother Charlie, who, he said, 
never failed to get hit at the 
dinner table every night. It 
seems that Charlie wouldn't eat 




broccoli speech, Charlie would 
always reply, "Name one:' 
The funniest person at the 
Bone Wednesday night was the 
fat bald guy with the Gerber 
baby haircut, Mark Roberts 
from Chicago (it figures). Rob-
erts was consistently in charac-
ter, unlike Mulrooney, who 
bopped in and out, and Price, 
who didn't have one. 
So, the question remains, is 
the Funny Bone worth its two 
years? On a good night, yes, 
I'm sure it is. On a bad night? 
Pray for the fat bald guy with 
the Gerber baby haircut. 
~*******************~ t Xavier. : 
~ ~ 
: . J)lnlng Se~ices : . •. ~ 
t Employee of the Week t 
~ ~ t Coagrataladons to t 
~ ~ 
: DOROTHY R1JMDY : 
~ ~ 
~ Dorothy is a cashier in the Musket- ~ 
~ eer Inn and has been at Xavier for « 
.t . 20 years. : 
~*******************« 
•** * * ""* .* :::1,. QJ~llcl~J I (l ~ *BUSCH GRRDEMS 
~ Jt 80 .. America'spranierthemeparkinWllliams-
Ni burg, Va. is conducting auditio~~ for 
1!!1!!1 ..M ov~r 200 ~ingers, dancers, '!1~s1c1ans, 
ti T variety artists, actors, technicians, and ;::::: * supervisors. You could be part of the 
W magic that truly makes Busch Gardens 
ff * an entertainment "experience." So get 
~~ •••· · your act together and 'shine' at our 
f.; ::::::. 1988 auditions. 
::· ...•...•.•. , 
: ........ . 
•••••••••• ;. ......... . .... ......... . 




Tuesday, November 17th 
11-3 p.m . 
The University Inn 
3110 Olentangy River Road 
· .. DuscH 
~ 11•••£:. An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/H 
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urrent·~"·_,;,_' ff! __ --.. Campus Paperback Bestsellers 
1. BWy and the Boingen Bootleg, by Berke Breathed. (Little, 
Brown, $7.95.) Latest Bloom County cartoons. 
2. It, by Steven King. (NAL/Signet, $4.95.) Childhood horrors 
haunt six men and women who lived m a Maine town. 
3. Red Storm Rising, by Tom Clancy. (Berkley, $4.95.) Russians 
plan a major assault on the ~t. 
4. Calvin and Hobbes, by Bill Waterson. (Andrews, McMeel & 
Parker, $6.95.) Cartoons about the life of a little boy. 
5. School is Hell, by Matt Groening. (Pantheon, $5.95.) A childs 
point of view of a grown-up world. 
6. Wanderlust, by Danielle Steel. (Dell, $4.95.) Romance of a 
young women's world-wide adventures. 
7. Necessary Losses, by Judith Viorst. (Fawcett, $4.95) How to 
deal with and accept lifes losses. 
8. A Taste for Death, by P.O. James. (Warner, $4.95.) A brutal 
double murder takes Inspector Dalgiesh into Britain's upper 
class. 
9. The Book of Questions, by Gregory Stock. (Workman, $.3.95.) 
Provocative and challenging questions to ask yourself. 
compiled by 
Mary T. Helmes 
Diversions editor 
Sock it to me 
Have a really ODD eve-
ning at "Friday the 13th -
The Party:' The ODD Sox 
will play DownUnder this 
Friday at 8 p.m. Featuring 
Andy Goetz, Kevin · DePew, 
Marty Votel and Rob Wach-
endorf. ODD Sax have re-
cently added hot babe Hank 
Heideman as lead singer. The 
show is $1 with a college 
ID. 
She'll do it her way 
Macy Tapagna photo 
Marcia Weiland as Miss Margar-
ida lets it all out. 
10. Regrets Only, by Sally Quinn. (Ballantine, $4.95.) Passion and 
powerbrokering on the Washington scene. 
Compiled by Tlw Chmnide of Hislwr Edu<:lllion from information supplied by college stores 
throulhout tht COWllry. Octcher 15, 1987. 
See Xavier communication 
arts instructor Marcia Wei-
land as you've never seen 
her before - we hope! Wei-
land invites you into her 
crazy eighth grade biology 
class as she stars in Roberto 
Athayde's ''Miss Margarida's 
Way:' Presented by Women's 
Theatre of Cincinnati, ''Miss 
Margarida's Way" will be 
performed at Gabriel's Cor-
ner, corner of Liberty and 
LOANS FOR UNDERGRADS, 
GRADS AND PARENTS 
Contact The First National Bank of Chicago 
(Lender Code #802933) today for: 
•Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL) 
• Supplemental Loans for Students (SLS) 
• Parental Loans for Undergraduate Students (PLUS) 
----..., ---------------I ! Apply Tuday! I 
I Important! The Just fill out this coupon and mail it to The First National Bank of Chicago, I 
I 
First National Bank Suite 0215, Chicago, IL 60670. Or call 1-800-828-7283. I 
of Chicago Lender 
I Code number is Name Phone( __ ) I 802933. Save this 
I number. It may be . Address Apt. I used ,when applying City State Zip 
I for your loan. ---- I College you currently attend ________________ _ I Application materials requested: I 
Student Loans: D Guaranteed Student Loans 
I D Supplemental Loans for Students I 
I D Parental Loans for Undergraduate Students I 
I Student Loans from The First I 
I •~ .. ~~~. I 
L----~----~-------------~ 
Sycamore streets, in the 
Salem United Church of 
Christ, on Nov. 13, 14, 20 
and 21, at 8 p.m. A per-
formance on Sunday, Nov. 
22, 3 p.m., will be signed 
for the hearing impaired. 
Tickets ·are $6 for students 
and seniors, and $7 regular 
admission. Call 961-4431. 
Going to town ... 
"Our Town;' that is. Com-
munity theatre is at its best 
with the Sunset Players/Cin-
cinnati Young Person's Thea-
tre production of "Our 
Town'' at the Dunham Recre-
ation Complex. "Our Town'' 
will be performed this Friday 
and Saturday at 8 p.m., and 
Sunday at 7 p.m. Tickets are 
$5 reserved, $6 at the door. 
For ticket information, call 
.244-2167 or 251-5862. Watch 
the cast for Xavier students 
past and present. 
Those who can, do -
and teach 
The Art Academy Down-
town "recognizes the teacher 
as artist" with the High 
School Art Teachers Juried 
Exhibition, 314 W. 4th St., 
through Jan. 2, 1988. The 
exhibit features the art of 
teachers who have made "im-
portant contributions in the 
classroom:' 
Chamber and· cello 
The Cincinnati Chamber 
Orchestra will perform works 
by Boccherini, Haydn and 
Schubert at the University of 
Cincinnati Medical School's 
Kresge Auditorium on Sun-
day, Nov. 15, at 7 p.m. Join-
ing the orchestra will be Lee 
Fiser, cellist from the UC 
College-Conservatory of Mu-
sic's world-renowned ensem-
ble-in-residence, the LaSalle 
Quartet. Tickets are $12 re-
served, $10 general admis-
sion, and $2 for the Student 
Rush policy. Call 431-6405. 
2nd In USA May '86 
BECKER CPA .. 
ffil[gWU(g\YAYJ 
In 80 cm.......,... ... lllllon. 
OUR MSSING MrE IS 
70% 
IMMEDIATELY 
after taking our courses 
10,000 
of our former students pass 
the exam each· year which 
represents 1/3 of USA 
CLASSES STARTING 
DECEMBER 8, 1987· 
FREE SEMINAR 
Theory & Auditing 
Refreshments Served 
Location: YWCA-9th & Walnut 
November 17, 1987 
6:00 PM 
Drawing for FREE Tuition 
Please call collect for additional inbmation 
871-7138 or 474-3936 
Wednesday, November 11, 1987 The Xavier Newswire 
Eduardo Ortiz photo 
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Lady Musketeers end 
season with a victory 
by David Stubenrauch 
staff reporter 
When the end of a season 
winds down, a certain theory 
holds true for most teams, no 
matter what the sport: It's al-
ways better to go out on a 
high note. 
Xavier women's soccer coach 
Bert Frondorf refers to such a 
theory as "putting the icing on 
the cake:' His Lady Musketeers 
ended the year with the Xavier 
Soccer Tournament, Oct. 30-31. 
Although the team played well 
in the first game, it could not 
keep up with the University of 
Missouri at St. Louis, losing 3-
1. Missouri, a nationally ranked 
squad, ultimately won f:\te tour-
nament, beating out the Univer-
sity of Dayton. 
be a tie, but since this was a 
tournament, the match went to 
a shootout. After six players 
shot from each team, there had 
yet to be a winner. It came 
down to the seventh round 
when Xavier finally took the 
victory on a goal from sopho-
more Lennie Ricotta. Frondorf 
said that the players were so 
excited, "It was almost like they 
won the tournament:' 
So with the season com-
pleted, Frondorf acknowledged 
his co-captains, seniors Suzanne 
Hiemaux and Jody Roth. The 
coach said, ''They were ideal 
captains. They had a lot of re-
sponsibility:' Freshman Jerry 
Roth led the team in scoring 
with eight goals, sophomores 
Amy Finke scored six goals, 
Michelle Zilliox scored six goals 
and Lennie Ricotta scored four · 
goals. 
John Delvecchio, of the Second Floor Sacks, swings for the fences as catcher Ramzi Sifri looks on. 
The final game of the year 
was against Wright State Uni-
versity. At the end of regulation 
play, the score was tied, 1-1. 
Freshman Jerry Roth scored the 
only goal for the Lady Muskies 
in regulation ·time. The game 
theri went into overtime. Fa-
tigue began to show as nobody 
could get the ball in the net. In 
m.ost games, the result would 
Now that Frondorf has fin-
ished his first year as coach, 
what does he see in the future7 
"I'm looking to play more Divi-
sion I teams," he said. "I hope 
we can get some stronger com-
petition next year:' 
Intra murals 
. . by Mike Jalbert 
SOftball Townament held· at 
Cohen Center on Nov. 4 and 6 
'.•: 
li' KKids •... 
Rolling Shangrillas 
TemX Ha Has 
Ha Has 
HaHas ; , 
; No Morals 
; Allied F«ces; .· ' .. ,: ' 
.·'· . 
ADild Fe.as ~ ; ' >;.), 
-~ •• -·.· ~--,,.· ... ·· .. ; r:··(x.r~ •. 
·.~ ·' •; t•'• .,· .<:. 
".' .. ''' 
-,......:.~'--'-.::> 
'Members 
. DesllO)eS Members 
·:,;~~~-
The Lady Musketeers finished 
the season at 7-7-1 with a run-
ning start into the 1988 season. 
Campus Travel Reps or Org'c;nizerso- ~~r-.. ~~------'"!"""~-,"""""'.'.""'.' ....... S~a-:in~·":'t~L~::o-.~-.~~:_is-· ~u;";·-n7iv""":'e":r":s1;::.t~y:i'":s-, 
needed to promote Spring"".,Breok · 
trips to Florido. Earn money, free Academic Year in Madrid 
trips and valuable work experi-
ence. Cal I lntercampus Programs COMPLETE CURRICULUM: English, Spanish, 
at Liberal Arta, Business & Administration, TESOL, 




SLU in Madrid is a member of AAJEOB 
Funny Bone - Covington. 
Part-time days and nights. 
Graduate Courses offered during 
Summer Session in July 
can 984-5233 · 
Appl7 lm!f_for Spring and Summer 1988 
More than 600 studen~ in the Program 
HOMEWORKERS WANTED! 
TOii PAYI C.I. 




Raymond L. Sullivant, SJ. 
Saint Louis University in Madrid. 
C1lle de 11 Vin1, 3 
Madrid 28003 SPAIN 
Tel: 233-2032/233-2812 
Contlld: Saint Louis UalYenlty 
Stud7 Abroad Coordinator 
Admllllonl Olftce 
221 North Grud BIYd 
St. LoUll, MO '3103 
ToU·free tel: 1.aoo.325 
Giye us y~~r best shots! fhe Arthritis Fouf'lda~io~ is . 
looking for creative photographs for our pubhcat1ons. ·· 
Cash prizes; made possible by a spet:ial grant_fr()m Piizer .... 
Pharmaceuticals, will be awar~ed to th,e)vin_ners. -
: Bia~. k .a9d • w_ ..'hite prints; slid.e{a_,".:_.~ color pl'irits : .· ~- . ·._ .. 
a(e,ehg1ble. For more details contact: · .. · .· ·•· -~ •. · 
Arthritis Folafldation - Phc>to Contest . . . -.. .. • • · 
1314 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta, GA 30309 ARTHRITIS 




and Muffy Smith 
Basketball 
The mens basketball team 
will have a practice and 
scrimmage on Thursday, 
Nov. 12, at the Schmidt 
Memorial Fieldhouse which 
will be open to all XU stu-
dents, faculty and staff as a 
preview for the 1987-88 
season. 
The practice starts at 3:30 
p.m., the scrimmage starts at 
4:30 p.m., and the whole 
event ends at 5:15 p.m. Free 
refreshments will be available 
to all who wish to attend 
the event. The regular season 
starts with an exhibition 
game against Windsor on 
Thursday, Nov. 19, at the 
Cincinnati Gardens. 
Riflery 
The Xavier rifle team is 
hosting the Walsh Interna-
tional match in the XU Ar-
mory. The match started last 
weekend, will take place the 
next two weekends and end 
on Sunday, Nov. 22.- Murray 
State University, University 
of Tennessee at Martin, Uni-
versity of Missouri of Rol-
lah, North Carolina State 
University and Xavier are 
participating in the match. 
Murray State University cur-
rently leads in small bore 
and air rifle competition. 
Volleyball 
The womens volleyball 
team lost to Wright State 
University (WSU), 3-0, at 
The Xavier Newswire 
Dayton, on Tuesday, Nov. 3. 
The loss spoiled first year 
coach Marlin Weisenbarger's 
homecoming at WSU after 
coaching as an assistant 
there for five seasons. 
The team's record for the 
season is now 5-20 and 1-3 
in the Midwestern Collegiate 
Conference (MCC). The 
Lady Musketeers are first in 
the MCC in team ace aver-
age with 180 aces . in 85. 
games. Xavier is also second 
in the MCC in team block 
average and team hitting 
percentage. 
Instructional programs 
The O'Connor Sports Cen-
ter is offering two instruc-
tional programs: scuba div-
ing and ballroom dancing. 
Learn to scuba dive in the 
O'Connor· Sports Center 
pool every Wednesday from 
7 to 10 p.m. ·This six-week 
session is $150 and mcludes 
a package of information 
that will explain all there is 
to know about the sport of 
scuba diving. 
-The ten-week session of 
ballroom dancing will be of-
fered to people of all ages. 
The classes will be held on 
Wednesdays from 8 to 9 
p.m. The cost of the pro-
gram will be $30 for XU stu.,. 
dents, $35 for O'Connor 
Sports Center members arid 
$40 for non-members. 
Applications for both in-
structional· programs will be' 
available at the O'Connor 
Sports Center. Both pro-
grams will not begin until 
enough people have signed 
up for participation. 
Call your mummy. 
You remember. She was 
-· always there when you were 
frightened. And if you got hurt, 
she was standing by with ban-
dages. Wouldn't it feel good 
to talk to your mother again 
right now? 
Calling over AT&T Long 
Distance Service probably 
costs less than you think, too. 
And if you have any questions 
about AT&T rates or service, 
a customer service repre-
sentative is always standing 
byto talk to you.Just call 
1800 222-0300. 
· · ·. Sure, your schoolwork and 
your friends keep you busy. 
Blitcall home and find out 
what she'sWrapped Up in. 
-'·. 
ATaT:.• 
The right choic:e. 
V\iedi:iesday, November 11, 1987 
Intramurals 
announcements 
Finals night will take place 
on Friday, Nov. 20, at the 
soccer stadium. The events 
to be played are soccer at 6 
p.m., women's flag football 
at 7:15 p.m. cmd men's flag 
football at 8:30 p.m. Re-
freshments will be available. 
Awards night will be held 
on Wednesday, Dec. 9, at 8 
p.m. Awards will be given 
to the winners of all intra-
mural sports played through-
out the semester. 
Rosters are available in ·the 
O'Connor Sports Center 
lobby for the basketball and 
ping pong tournament. Sign-
ups close on Nov. 12. For 
more information, call Xavier 
University intramurals at 
745-3209. 
r---.-----·, :s59s 
·1 .• ~ . . 
I Get a large "1&" · 
cheese· plzza with 
I
I one topping of your 








3915 Montgomery Rd. 
Expires: 
December 1, 1987 
I ~":.'Ti::r' •. ~ 
I ci.llwry •-_·Our · NZA drtwra cany IMa • .....,,_. 
1 111an no.oo. · · ..... ..I ---------·: s595 l -1 I 
. I · . · I 
.· I Get a large 16;' ,~ I 
I·· cheeie plzza with I 
I one topping of your I 
I choice for just I 
l $5~95. . I.· 
I . 1·" 
I ·357400· I 
·I 3915 ·Montgomery Rd. 1. 
I Expires: I 
I December 1, 1987 I 
I :;..o:r .• ·. I I_='=:::· ..... _I 
L":'!.~ - - -~..J 
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Position: striker (attack 
forward) 
ffeiaht: 5, 11 • 
Weight: 155 lbs • 
· Senior Gervase Ngalla-·seored the winning goal with only 
five seconds• remairiin:g in the game to beat the W!stem 
I<entuckt Umversity (Wl<U) Hilltoppers, 2-1, on Sunday, 
. .Oct;'· 25 •. In fact, Ngalla scored goals in three consecutive 
.. pmes against WKU, Marquette University and DePaul 
University of Chicago. 
Ngalla finished the season in a tie for team leadership in 
scoring with sophomore·Jim Forello. He scored seven goals, 
:·,..,.added-two~'.as8ists'and-'colledecf 16 points, while Forello 
·scored. five goals, added six assists and also collected 16 
.points. 
fllgalla is one of five players from another country on this 
year's squad. He is from Bamenda, Cameroon, in Africa, 
and has three brothers and. two sisters. His older brother 
Christopher graduated from Ohio State University last year. 
He also has a younger sister,. Rosemary, who is a sophomore 
at Xavier studying pre-med. · 
While attending high school at Sacred Heart in Cameroon, 
· Ngalla played soccer his junior and senior years. During 
those two years, he compiled 19 goals and won the All-
Division Award, 
Ngalla's soccer career will not end after graduating from 
Xavier. '1 want to maintain my. standards and get better 
while I continue to play soccer as a form of recreation in the 
future;' said Ngalla. 
As an information systems major, Ngalla "would like to 
become a systems analyst for a major corporation:' 
Monday - Heineken Night & Monday Night Football· 
Tuesday - South of the Border Night 
Wednesday - St. Pauli Girl/Molson Night 
Thursday - Xavier Night . . .· 
· Cheap Watney's Draft. Acoustic Music 
Fri., Nov. 13 Grateful Dead Music 
Sat.,•:,. 14 · with Carolllla Pe~ches · 
Sunday - Jazz Night with world-renowned 
.. · . vocalist - Eugene . Goss 
. MONDAY-FRIDAY 3PM"2:30AM - HAPPY HOUR.3PM-IPM 
'SATURDAY. 3P•2:30AM_ - SUNDAY 7:30PM-2:30AM 
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Ottaway chosen as new trainer 
by Angie Pa,11,.lmbo 
· ~taff reporlf!r: 
A new faee can be seen in 
Xavier's athletic training room 
this year. Twenty-three-year-old 
Lorinda Ottaway has replaced 
Peggy Bockelman, a graduate 
from Ohio State University 
who recently resigned, as the 
new athletic trainer. 
Although this is Ottaway's 
first job on the intercollegiate 
level, she comes to Xavier with 
a list of credentials. The native 
Cincinnatian attended W!stem 
Kentucky University for three 
years and then transferred to 
Miami University of Ohio, 
· where she graduated within a 
year-and-a-half. Ottaway man-
aged to make the deans list 
with a double major in physical 
education (kindergarten through 
Uth grade) and athletic 
training. 
Paul Uhlir phoco 
Ottaway's experience ranges 
from student athletic trainer po-
sitions at Miami University of 
Ohio, W!stem Kentucky Uni-
Lorinda Ottaway, Xaviers new athletic trainer 
versity and Finneytown High At Xavier, Ottaway is now 
School to physical therapy aide responsible for injury treatment 
at the Orthopedic Consultants of all athletes participating in 
of Cincinnati. As a student ath· ...,_., __ oun•.... rifl · · .... .,.,...... WT• ery, swunnung 
Jetic trainer, Ottaway assisted in and diving, men's and women's 
the prevention, treatment and soccer volleyball baseball , , , 
reconditioning of injuries . in the men's and women's tennis, and 
following intercollegiate sports: women's basketball. 
football, field hockey, ice hockey, Ottaway hopes to stay at 
men's and women's baSlcetball, Xavier for a while and work to 
men's and women's track ·and improve its student athletic 
field, and~·- ..... i ... _ .... ,-+training program. She ex-
You've thought about it. 
You've tried to imagine 
what it would be like. 
You know it would be 
exdting. And a 
challenge. And quite 
po.uibly the most 
rewarding experience of 
your life ••• 
Three Americans overseas in Asia, Africa 
and South America speak frankly on what 
Peace Corps life is like for them. 
· It isn't easy and it isn't for 
everyone-they'll tell you that up front. 
8ut if you've ever considered going 
overseas in the Peace. Corps, then now is 
your chance to. see and hear for yourself 
what could be "the toughest job you'll 
ever love." 
l't>te: former Peace Corps volunteers will 
be on hand to answer questions following 
the 25 minute film. And it's freer 
Friday, November 13th 
·11:00a.m. 
O.K.I, Room 
(lntenlews November 20, 1987) 
NI00-821·8686 
U.S. Peace Corps 
·. The Movie 
"The Toughest Job You'll Ever l.Ove" 
plained, '1 would like to start a 
class through the physical edu-
cation· department to help re-
cruit and give people an oppor-
tunity to see careers in athletic 
training:' 
Outside of work. Ottaway 
enjoys playing racquetball, 
swimming, jogging and being 
outdoors. She cunently resides 
in Fairfield with. her husband Jeff; . . .. · ..... 
.Dl:Tm 
CALE'NDAR 
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All announcements must be 12 15The ".1-Y- meeting will begin at noon, at for All and Food and Farm Is-sent to The Xavier Newswire .. ers will the Hyatt Regency downtown. sues" with David Rosenburg, 
office in Brockman Hall by Fri- present Reservations may be made by Wooden Shoe Gardens organic 
day at 3· p.m. Please direct ''The Mousetrap;' by Agatha calling 244-1169. Prices are $JS vegetable farmer and 
mail to Kimberly Grote, editor, Christie, in the University Cen- for members and $17 for guests. distributor. 
Calendar. Also include name ter Theatre. Showtimes are: 8 
and . phone number. p.m., Nov. 12-14, and 2 p.m., 13 Algentlne ~ 
Nov. 15. Xavier students admit- Julio Lacarra will per- 18 Business U.troductions, 
ted free. For more information form at 8 p.m. in the telephone etique~, 
or to make ticket reservations, Cash. Room of Logan Hall. business commuruca-
November call 745-3939. Ticket prices are $2 for students tions, business. entertaining and and $3.50 for general admit- international protocol are all 13 Dance the night away tance. For· further· information, topics in ''Mastering Business 
at the Sophomore call Dr. Irene Hodgson at 745-
Protocol and Etiquette" offered 
1113~uplor Party featuring· ODD 
3464 (office) or 281-3158 by Xavier's Center for Manage-
.. the Oxfam Sox, 9 p.m., in the cafeteria. (home). This eVent is co-spon-
ment and Professional Develop-
Fast and Admission: $1 with XU ID; $2 sored by the Spanish Club and 
ment. The seminar begins at 
Hunger ·Banquet in the Univer- without. the International Student 
8:30 a.m. and is followed by a 
sity Center lobby. Society. 
·luncheon at noon. To register, 13 The new student Loan 14 The ollic:e of um.;,,. contact Xavier's Center for· Forgiveness provision Management and Professional 12 The Xavier Accounting approved by Congress sity Ministry is spon- Development at 745-3394. 
Society will meet at 7 for Peace Corps volunteers will soring "A Day in the 
p.m., in the Kentucky- be explained during a morning Woods;' a nature retreat at 18Joh1 your - al Indiana Rooms of the Univer-
sity Center. There will be a 
film presentation at 11 a.m., in Houston Woods State Park, the ~esday W!ek-
the Ohio-Kentucky Rooms, in 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. It will be an end Warm-Up featur-
panel discussion exploring var- the University Center opportunity to escape from ing Tim Lake, Downunder, 9:30 
ious jobs in the accounting According to Peace Corps school and enjoy a bit of quiet 
field. representative Kathi Gamble, time. Call the University Minis-
p.m. 
college graduates who join the try office at 745-3567 for 18 Dr. Joseph Collhls will 12'The Wrath of Peace Corps may be able to details. Grapes;' a presenta- cancel up to 70 percent of their speak at 11:30 a.m., 
tion at 7:30 p.m. in National Direct Student Loans. 15 Classlcal guitarist Ste- on "Food and Revolu-
the Kelley Auditorium, will be phen Robinson will tion in Cuba;' and at 12:30 
given by Caeser Chavez, presi- 13 Thomas R. Elrod, vice perform at 7:30 p.m., p.m. on "Agriculture in the 
dent of the United Farm Work- president of marketing in the University Center Thea-
New Nicaragua;' in the Kelley 
ers of America. for Walt Disney tre. Free admission for Xavier Auditorium. 
The event, co-sponsored by World, will make an audio vis- undergraduate students. Regular 
Programs in Peace and Justice ual presentation at the Ameri- admission is $5. 23 Today is the deadlllle 
and SAC, will focus on the can Marketing Association 16Tune m to the Com- for submissions for continued oppre5sion California meeting on ''Inside the Magic munity Affairs Forum, the autumn edition of 
farm workers experience every Castle: The Marketing of Walt 10 a.m., on WVXU- the Athenaeum, Xavier's literary 
day. Disney World:' The luncheon FM (91.7), for "Economic Justice magazine. 
WVXU and YOU? 
WVXU offers YOU a unique opportunity to gain 
experience in these areas: 
public relations 
news and sports 
deve/0 n,.,., ,.,,,,ent 
. zz rock, 
rnusic--J3 ' ·c 
new rnusr from around the world 
WVXU is the most listened to public radio station 
in markets of its size.* WVXU wins more awards than 
any other National Public Radio station in the State of Ohio. 
If you're interested in working as a student voluntter at WVXU's studios 
join us at our XU Student Open House on Wednesday, November 18, S:J0-7:30 p.m. 
Come toWVXU-FM,1648 Herald Ave., and learn how you can gain valuable experience 
and help make Xavier University's public radio alternative even better. 
*Summer Arbitron ratings. 
Wednesday, November 11, 1987 
Miscellaneous 
\\Uther; ·report 
If classes· should be cancelled 
because of bad weather, the an-
nouncement on the radio for 
Xavier will· say either Xavier 
University or school 710. 
Bookstore hours 
The Xavier Bookstore will 
have new Saturday hours from 
. 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. The book-
store will also be closed on Sat-
urday, Nov. 21, for inventory. 
Challenge your mind! 
College Bowl has been post-
poned until Nov. 21. 
Correction 
The XmJier Newswire regrets 
the following inaccuracies which 
appeared in the Nov. 4 issue. 
The Xavier Dining Services 
advertisement on page 8 mis-
spelled the Employee of the 
Week. The correct spelling is 
Zach Barton. 
The article ''Market fall may 
raise tuition" incorrectly defined 
debt instruments. Debt instru-
ments are loans in which the 
borrower agrees to repay the 
principal to the lender with in-
terest at a later date. 
